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  Campaign Middle East builds on the UK edition’s excellent 
heritage and is dedicated to celebrating creative excellence in 
the communications industry whilst putting creativity 
in a business context.
   A lively mix of news, analysis, features and comment, the 
magazine spans the gamut of advertising, media, direct, 
experiential, digital, PR and marketing communications, the 
wider creative industries and more.
   Campaign prides itself on its industry-defining insight and 
the magazine has a strong editorial voice, backed up with 
comment, views, reviews and insight from industry leaders.

 Every issue is devoured by advertising and marketing professionals
 Targets the media-savvy and difficult-to-reach advertising industry
 Redesigned in mid-2016 to appeal to an even broader reader base, with 
more for PR, marketing and media professionals

 Reaches agencies, suppliers, media and marketers

Advertising Benefits

Target Market

In Every Issue

Campaign has become the world’s most authoritative 
magazine for the advertising, marketing and media 
industries since it was first published in the UK in 1968.

Editorial In

Campaign provides a balance of marketing, advertising and media coverage to 
its influential audience. By sharing knowledge, insight and current best practice 
it helps industry professionals and marketers become more effective in building 
brands and reaching consumers across a variety of touch points, in an intensively 
competitive and cluttered marketplace.

Circulation
Frequency: Fortnightly
Print run: 14,000 copies* 

Readership
Top professionals in:
 Advertising
 Marketing
 Media
 Design & production
 PR 

Distribution
Through retail sales, subscriptions and 
controlled free circulation in:
 UAE
 Saudi Arabia
 Kuwait
 Qatar
 Bahrain
 Oman
 Lebanon

*Publisher’s own data

News
Breaking regional and local industry 
news on the advertising, marketing, PR 
and media industries. Pitches, wins, 
celebrations and scandal are all in the 
industry’s organ of record.

Features
In-depth analysis of issues affecting 
the communications industry; profiles 
of leading industry figures; analysis 
marketing strategies; debate surrounding 
the latest media innovations; and 
investigation of the most pressing topics.

Opinion
Including an editor’s column, guest 
columnists, readers’ letters and regular 
Campaign essays.

The Work
The lowdown on the latest creative 
print, TV, digital, ambient and outdoor 
advertising campaigns, including peer 
reviews of regional campaigns and 
extensive agency credits.

Forums
The industry debates the most current 
and important media- and agency-
related hot topics.

Appointments
Movers and shakers within the industry.

Data
From television viewership to media 
spend to trending searches, Campaign 
catalogues and charts the numbers that 
shape the industry.

The Spin
Campaign’s back page is often its 
most read but seldom where its readers 
want to find themselves mentioned. A 
light-hearted look at what happens when 
the communications profession lets itself 
down.






